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Two variants of the Hankel transform, which will be called Hankel-Clifford 
transformations, arc simultaneously investigated in certain spaces of distributions 
by the procedure of the adjoint operator. For this purpose, we exploit the fact that 
a Parseval equation involving both transforms can be constructed, so we propose 
to define the first generalized transformation as the adjoint operator of the second 
one, and conversely. Finally, these transforms are used in the solution of some 
partial differential equations of Kepinski type. I( 1991 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the usual methods to extend a classical transformation to a space 
of generalized functions consists in constructing a testing function space 
where this transformation turns out to be a closed mapping, the 
generalized transformation being defined on the corresponding dual space 
through the adjoint operator. In this paper this method is modified in a 
natural way by discussing simultaneously two Hankel-type transformations 
(which will be called the Hankel-Clifford transforms) verifying a mixed 
Parseval equation. Then, the first generalized Hankel-Clifford transforma- 
tion is defined as the adjoint of the second one instead of the adjoint of 
itself, as is usually done in the available literature. Conversely, the second 
generalized transformation is defined as the adjoint of the first one. This 
procedure has been introduced in [lo] as a new way for extending the 
Hankel transform to distributions. The operational calculus generated is 
then used to solve certain partial differential equations of Kepinski-type. 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The Bessel-Clifford function of the first kind of order p [S, p. 25; 6; 7; 
12, p. 65; and 141 
C,(x)= f 
(-1)‘x’ 
r=or! T(p+r+ 1) 
(2.1) 
is a solution of the differential equation 
xy”+(p+ l)y’+y=O 
and is closely related with its homologous Bessel function J,(x) by 
C,(x) = x-fl’*JP(2x”2). (2.2) 
We shall need the operational formulas [7, p. 691 
D’q.+-l)‘c,+,(x) (2.3) 
Dr[x p+rCp+r(x)] =xT,(x) (2.4) 
and the asymptotic behaviors 
C,(x) = O( 1 ), as x-+0+ (2.5) 
C,(x) = 0(x-":* "4), as x-+co. (2.6) 
The first Hankel-Clifford transformation is defined by 
h,,fNy) = F,(Y) =Y” jam C,(x~)f(x) dx. 
We established [ll, p. 501 the classical inversion theorem 
THEOREM 1. Let j’(y) be a function defined on 0 < y < co so that 
s 
m 
Y -p’2- 1’4 If( y)l dy < 00. 
0 
Zf p 2 0, then 
(2.7) 
XP 
s 
OcI C,(xy)F,(y)dy=tCf(x+O)+f(x- 011 
0 
in a neighborhood of every point y =x > 0, where f(y) is of bounded varia- 
tion. 
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Under certain assumptions, the Parseval equation 
I oxx-pf(x)g(x)dx=~~ Y-“FI(Y)G,(Y) dy 0 (2.8) 
holds, where B,(Y) = (hl,,f)(y) and G,(Y) = (hl,,g)(y). 
Hayek [S] introduced the second Hankel-Clifford transformation 
through 
(h,j, g)(y) = G,(Y) = ?‘,z -x“C,(-v) g(x) dx. (2.9) 
Similarly, it can be proved for (2.9) 
THEOREM 2. Let p > 0. If g( y) is an integrable function such that 
i 
oz 
Y I42 “4 Is( dy< ~0, 
0 
then 
I cc Y"C,(XY)G~(Y)~~= %g(x+O)+g(x-OH, 0 
in a neighborhood of every point y = x > 0 where g(y) is of bounded varia- 
tion. 
The corresponding Parseval equation now takes the form 
~~x"fC4~Wx=~~~ y"F,(~)G,(y)dy, 
0 
(2.10) 
where F,(Y)= (h2,,fM and G,(Y)= (h2,&(y) 
Observe that (2.7) and (2.9) are two variants of the Hankel transform in 
the form considered by Tricomi [lS], in view of (2.2). 
In the sequel Z denotes the interval 0 <x < co and L(Z) represents the 
space of all functions f(x) that are integrable Lebesgue on I. By invoking 
Fubini’s Theorem we can establish 
THEOREM 3. Let p > 0. Suppose xppf (x) and yPG,( y) belong to L(Z). Zf 
F,(Y) = (h,,,f )(y) and g(x) = 0%:: G2)(x) = (h2.pG2)(x), then 
jox f(x) g(x) dx = s,r F,(y)G,(y) dy. (2.11) 
Note that (2.11) does not involve any weight function, in contrast with 
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expressions (2.8) and (2.10). Moreover, (2.11) relates both the Hankel- 
Clifford transforms (2.7) and (2.9). For this reason, (2.11) will be named 
the mixed Parseval equation concerning the Hankel-Clifford transforms 
(2.7) and (2.9), and will play an important role throughout this paper. 
Along this work we follow the notation and the terminology of Zemanian 
[18]. Thus, D(Z), E(Z), D’(Z), and E’(Z) denote well-known testing 
functions spaces and their duals. 
3. THE TESTING FUNCTION SPACES H,,(Z) AND S(I) AND THEIR DUALS 
Let p be any real number. H,(Z) is the space of all infinitely differentiable 
functions q(x) defined on Z such that 
y;.k(qJ) = sup IX’VkX -“cp(x)l 
XE I 
(3.1) 
exists for each pair of nonnegative integers m and k. We equip H,(Z) with 
the topology generated by the countable multinorm (3.1). Thus, H,(Z) is a 
Frtchet space. 
If q(x) admits the expansion 
q(x) = x”[ao + a, x + u*x* + . . + upxp + 0(x”)] (3.2) 
near the origin, a result analogous to [lS, p. 1301 can be deduced: 
PROPOSITION 1. q(x) is a member of H,(Z) if and only if q(x) is an 
infinitely differentiable function, q(x) has the form (3.2) in some vicinity of 
the origin and Dkq(x) is of rapid descent when x + CC for each k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
HI(Z) is the dual space of H,(Z). We consider only in H;(Z) the weak 
topology [18, p. 211. HI (I) is too complete. 
We point out the properties 
(i) The inclusions D(Z) c H,(Z) c E(Z) hold. E’(Z) is a subspace of 
H;(O 
(ii) The mapping q(x) + xv(x) is an isomorphism from H,(Z) onto 
H, + 1(Z). Therefore, the operator ,f (x) + xf (x), defined by 
(xf (xl, dx)> = (f (xl, xv(x) >, f~H:,+,(O ~PEHJ~, 
is an isomorphism from Hi,, 1(Z) onto H;(Z). 
(iii) H,+.(Z) is a subspace of H,(Z), for any positive integer r. 
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On the other hand, S(Z) consists of all infinitely differentiable functions 
Y(x) defined on I so that 
Pm,k(YY)= SUP IX"@V~~)l (3.3) 
rtl 
exists for each pair of nonnegative integers m and k. With the topology 
generated by (3.3), S(Z) is also a Frechet space. 
Assume now that Y(x) takes the form 
Y(x)=b()+b,x+b,x’+ “. +b,xP+o(x~) 
as x + O+. We can then prove 
(3.4) 
PROPOSITION 2. Y(x) belongs to S(Z) if and only if Y(x) is infinitely 
d$ferentiahle, Y(x) has the form (3.4) as x + 0+ and D&Y(x) is of rapid 
descent as x + co, for each k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
S(Z) and its dual S’(Z) are spaces analogous to those considerated by 
Schwartz [ 13, p. 2331 in his treatment of the distributional Fourier trans- 
formation. Consequently, they verify the same properties. Thus, 
(iv) D(Z) is a proper subspace of S(Z). S’(Z) can be considered a 
subspace of D’(Z). 
(v) The operation Y(x) --f xY(x) is a continuous linear mapping of 
S(Z) into itself. Hence, f (.x) + xf (x) defined on S’(Z) by 
<-xf(x), W-x) > = <f(x), -KY(X) >, .f E S’(Z), YE S(Z) 
is also a continuous linear mapping of S’(Z) into itself. 
We next discuss the following differential operators 
R,, = x P+‘Dx-P 
D=$ 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
R*= ---PDxU+ 
I’ (3.7) 
D*= -D. (3.8) 
When these operators act on the spaces H,(Z) and S(Z), one verities 
PROPOSITION 3. (a) The differential operator R,, is an isomorphism 
from H,,(Z) into H,, + ,(I), its inverse being 
R,‘q=x” 
I 
.’ t “-‘cp(t)dt, cp E H,,+ ,(O (3.9) 
71 
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(b) The differential operator D is a continuous linear mapping of 
H, + 1(I) into H,(I). 
(c) The differential operator R,* is a continuous linear mapping of S(I) 
into itself. 
(d) The differential operator D* is an automorphism on S(I), its 
inverse being 
o( D*-‘q(x) = I 
q(t) dt, cp E S(I). 
I- 
Proof Let cp E H,(I). It can be easily seen that 
~~,,(R,cp)=~;,,+,(cp). (3.10) 
On the other hand, if cp E H, + ,(I) we have 
~2,,(R,‘cp) = rE,l’k’ ,(cp)> k = 1, 2, . . . (3.11) 
and for the case k = 0. 
~tz,o(R,‘d  Y:;‘((P) + 2~!2:,,W + ~fl,::,oW. 
Assertion (a) is inferred from (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12). 
To verify (b), note that 
(3.12) 
holds for every cp E H, + 1(I). 
A similar reasoning permits one to prove (c) and (d). 
But, if the same operators are considered acting on the spaces of 
generalized functions H;(I) and S’(I), the following assertions can be 
derived as an immediate consequence of Proposition 3. 
PROPOSITION 4. (a’) The generalized operator RJ , defined on Hi, + ,(I) 
as the adjoint of R,,, that is, 
is an isomorphism from H;+,(I) onto Hi(I). 
(b’) The generalized operator D* defined in H;(I), as usual, by 
(D*ficp)=(.LDv), f~H:(I)> (PEH,+,(O 
is a continuous linear mapping of HI(I) into HI+,(I). 
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(c’) The generalized operator R,, defined in S’(I) as the adjoint of R,* 
in S(I), namely, 
0$Jh>=Ud+~~> fe S'(4, v E S(I), 
is a continuous linear mapping of S’(I) into itself: 
(d’) The generalized operator D defined in S’(I) through 
(D~cp~=(fiD*cp~> .fE S’(I), cp E S(I), 
is an automorphism on S’(I). 
Now assume that ZI 2 0. Then, H,(I) can be identified with a subspace of 
S’(I). Indeed, every member f E H,(I) gives rise to a regular generalized 
function f~ S’(I) by 
(.f, cp > = jox f(x)dx) dx, cp E S(I), 
since the linear operator f satisfies 
I(f, cp)l d~o,o(cp) jo= If(x)1 dx 
for all cp E S(Z), that is, f is also continuous. Observe that the last integral 
exists in view of Proposition 1, becausefg H,(I). Moreover, two members 
of H,(I) which generate the same regular distribution in S’(I) must be 
identical. These considerations justify the inclusion H,(Z) c S’(I). 
We can argue in a similar way to verify that S(I) c HI(I). 
Remark 1. Note that our spaces S(Z), H,(I), and their duals are closed 
under differentiation, by reason of Proposition 3 and note (iii). This feature 
does not occur in the available literature [3,9, 171 concerning the exten- 
sion of the Hankel transformations to distributional spaces. 
Remark 2. The Kepinski operator [ 16, p. 991 K, = xD* + (1 + p) D = 
R,*D* is a continuous linear mapping from the spaces S(I) and H;(I) into 
themselves. Analogously, K,* = xD2 + (1 - p)D = DR, is a continuous 
linear mapping from the spaces H,(I) and S’(I) into themselves. 
4. THE CLASSICAL HANKEL-CLIFFORD INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
ON THE SPACES H,,(I) AND S(I) 
Under the restriction ~20 every member of H,(Z) fulfils the require- 
ments of Theorem 1 and, consequently, the Hankel-Clifford transformation 
h,,, given by 
(h,,,cpNy) = @b) =y’ jox C,(v)cp(x) dx 
exists for all cp E H,(I). We next establish the main result. 
(4.1) 
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THEOREM 4. Let p 3 0. The first Hankel-Cllxford transformation h,,,, is 
an automorphism on H,,(Z). 
Proof. Let q(x) be any member of H,,(Z). Expression (4.1) defines 
obviously a linear operator on H,,(Z). To prove its continuity, note that the 
smoothness of the integrand and the use of (2.3) and (2.4) yield 
where N denotes an arbitrary positive integer. If we set N = 2m and 
integrate by parts 2m times in the last integral, one can deduce 
,~‘“D~,.~W(~)=(-l)~jl~~ (~~)mCI,+k+Zm(~~),~f’+k+‘nD2=~ “cp(x)dx. 
(4.2) 
Since Iz~C~+~+~,,JZ)I d C,,, on 0 <z < a, C,,, being a positive 
constant, if n represents a positive integer no less than p + k + m, it results 
from (4.2) that 
that is, 
Yfi.k(@i) G cm., “i’ (” : ‘) ‘;;,*,,(cp). 
r=O 
(4.3) 
Expression (4.2) shows that a(y) is an infinitely differentiable function, 
whereas (4.3) implies that h,,, is a continuous operator on H,(Z). Finally, 
Theorem 1 assures that hf,,cp = cp for all cp E H,(Z). This completes the 
proof of Theorem 4. 
The second Hankel-Clifford transformation h2,/, defined by means of 
(h,,,,ti)(y) = WY) =Jox -~“C,(vM(x) dx (4.4) 
exists also for every @ E S(Z), by virtue of Theorem 2. Through an argument 
similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 4, we can assert 
THEOREM 5. The second Hankel-Clifford transformation h,,, of order 
p 3 0 is an automorphism on S(Z). 
Now some interesting operational rules for the transform h,,, are 
obtained. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let p 3 0. For all q(x) E H,,(Z), It’e haue 
R,,h,.,,cp=h,.,,+,(--ycp) (4.5) 
h,.,(W=h.,,+lcp (4.9) 
Dh l.tr+ I cp = hI.,‘(P. (4.10) 
ProoJ: Let cp E H,,(I). We may differentiate under the integral sign to 
obtain, in accordance with (2.3) 
I 
7 
R,,h,,,,cp=y”+’ --~C,,+,Wcp(x) dx=h,.,,+,(--v’). 
0 
This proves (4.5). To see (4.6), an integration by parts and the use of 
(2.4) yield 
h ,.lc+,(RI,q)=yL’+’ s x .‘~“+‘C,,+~(.~~)Dx~l’qn(x)d.u 0 
= P+1 4’ 
( 
c~~,,+,~~~~~cp~~~1:70”- - x qlLv)cp(~) dx j 0 ! 
Since C,+,(z)=O(l) on 0 <z < a, the terms within the braces vanish 
because of Proposition 1, and then (4.6) is derived. Now (4.7) is easily 
deduced from (4.5) and (4.6). Some similar manipulations allow us to 
obtain the remaining formulas. 
Next we summarize the operational calculus generated by the trans- 
form h2,,, .
PROPOSITION 6. Let p 3 0. For all $(x) E S(Z), we haue 
D*h2,,,$ = h2.p + I $ 
h 2.,+,(D*rC/)=h2,,,~ 
h,,,,(R,*D*$) = -yhz,,\cI 
R;rD*h,,,,II/=hz,,,(-x~) 
h,,,(R,M = -.A,tr+ I ti 
R;Th 2.,,+,$=h,,,A-xlC/). 
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5. THE GENERALIZED HANKEL-CLIFFORD TRANSFORMATION h’,, 
Let ~1 b 0. We propose defining the generalized Hankel-Clifford transfor- 
mation hi.,, on S’(Z) as the adjoint operator of h2,/, on S(Z), that is, 
(h;,,,f, @> = CL hz,i,@)> (5.1) 
for all f~ S’(Z) and @ E S(Z) 
Note that by setting @ = hz,Pq, cp E S(Z), (5.1) takes the form 
Hence (5.1) can be understood as a generalization of the mixed Parseval 
equation (2.1 l), as it happens in the extension of the Hankel transform to 
a certain space of generalized functions [ 18, p. 1421. 
Note that Definition (5.1) has a sense. Indeed, from Theorem 5 the 
following is inferred: 
THEOREM 6. Let ,u b 0. The generalized Hankel-Clifford transformation 
h;,,,, as defined by (5.1), is an automorphism on S’(Z). 
Recall that H,(Z) c S’(Z). If f E H,(Z), then hi,, f exists and f gives rise to 
a regular member on S’(Z). We may write by (5.1) 
(h’,,,f, @> = (f, h,,,,@) = j’; .f’(xWz,,@)b) dx 
0 
for all @E S(Z). By applying (2.11) we convert the last integral into 
I uc (h,,fKWb) dy= (h,.,f, @>. 0 
Therefore, whatever f e H,(Z) 
h;.,f= h,,,f; (5.2) 
that is to say, the classical transformation h,,, is a special case of the 
generalized transformation hi,, given by (5.1). 
From Proposition 6 we deduce immediately, in line with the new defini- 
tion (5.1), the following operational formulas: 
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PROPOSITION 7. Let p 2 0. For all f~ S’(Z), we have 
R,h;,,,f = hi,,,+ I( -2rf) 
hi,,+ 1 (R,,f) = +&if 
h;,,(DR,,f) = -yh’,,,,f 
DR,h’,,,f= h’,,,,( -x7-) 
h’,.,,(Qf) = h’,,,,. lf 
DA’,., + ,.f = h;,,f: 
Since H,(Z) c s’(Z) and H,, r(Z) c S’(Z), these results generalize those 
in Proposition 5. Note that the classical operational formulas coincide with 
their respective generalized expressions. 
H,,, is the space of all infinitely differentiable functions q(x) defined on 
Z for which 
cx~3”(cp) = sup le~““K~cp(x)] <x, k=O, 1,2 ,..., (5.3) 
li t I 
where a > 0 and K, denotes the Kepinski operator. H,,, is a Frechet space. 
Chaudhary [Z] established that the kernel of (4.1) belongs to H,,, and 
defined the generalized Hankel-Clifford transformation HI on the dual 
space HA,, by the relation 
H;,f= F(Y) = (f(x), Y”C,(XY) >, fEH:,,. (5.4) 
PROPOSITION 8. Let p 2 0. S(Z) is a subspace of H,+,, the topology of 
S(Z) being stronger than that induced on it by H,,,. Consequently, the 
restriction off e H:,, to S(Z) is in S’(Z). 
Proof: Observe first that 
k 
K;cp(x) = c c~,~x’D~+ ‘q(x), 
i=O 
for suitable constants ck,i depending upon ,D (c~,~ = 1). Then, if cp E S(Z) one 
can conclude that 
a~‘“(~) d i Ick,il Pi,k+ I((?). 
,=o 
This shows that S(Z) is continuously imbedded on H,,,. Note that 
y”C,(xy) belongs to H,,, [2, p. 1 l] for all y fixed in 0 <y < cc, but not to 
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S(Z), because this function is not of rapid descent at infinity. Hence the 
above inclusion is proper. 
Every member .f‘~ H:,, admits, by Proposition 8, two generalized 
Hankel-Clifford transformations given through (5.1) and (5.4). Our next 
objective is to show that these definitions agree. 
THEOREM 7. Let p 3 0. [ff E HI,,,, then the Hankel-Clifford transfbrma- 
tion HL f defined by (5.4) coincides with hi,,, given by (5.1), in the sense qf 
equality in S’(Z). 
Proof: For an arbitrary a(y) E S(Z) one has to prove that 
(F(Y), Q(Y)> = W,,,,f, @> = (f, h,,,,@). (5.5) 
But taking into account that F(y) generates a regular member in S’(Z) 
by [2, Th. 21, the left-hand side of (5.5) may be rewritten as 
(K~), @(I’)) = s,‘ <f(x), Y”C,(V)>@(Y) 4. 
The technique of Riemann sums [ 18, p. 1481 can now be used to express 
the last integral as 
t J f(-~), XI y'Lc,,(xy) @( y) dy > = (.f(x), hz+ @ >. 0 
Hence, h;,,,f =F(y) in S’(Z). 
Remark 3. If the generalized HankelLClifford transformation hi,,, were 
defined on H;(Z), as usual in the available literature, by means of the 
adjoint of h,., on H,,(Z), namely, 
<h;,,.f, @> = (f, h,,,,@), f+iV), @EH,(Q, (5.6) 
then relation (5.2) between the classical and the generalized transforms 
must be replaced by 
h;,,f =Yh,,,Wpf L 
in other words, the classical transform h,,, is not a special case of the 
generalized transform hi,,,. On the other hand, the operational formulas of 
h,,, and hi,, would not coincide. Another drawback of this usual definition 
lies in the fact that Proposition 7 could not be established. Moreover, (5.6) 
cannot be understood as a generalization of the Parseval equation (2.11) 
due to’ the presence of the factor X- p. These considerations show that our 
definition (5.1) is more adequate than that (5.6). 
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Remark 4. Analogously, the generalized Hankel-Clifford transforma- 
tion h;,,, can be defined on HI(Z) as the adjoint of h,,,, on H,(Z), that is, 
(h;,,,,f, @> = (A h,,,@L .fE fq(O, @ E H,,(Z). 
h;, is an automorphism too on N;(Z) by virtue of Theorem 4, provided 
that ZJ 3 0. Since S(Z) c HI(Z) and S(Z) c Hj, + ,(Z), the operational formulas 
for hi.,, turn out to be those in Proposition 6. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
The Hankel-Clifford transform can be fruitfully utilized in solving 
certain partial differential equations involving the Kepinski operator [ 16, 
p. 991. We point out that other equations, as the FokkerPlank equation 
when p(x) =x and q(x) = p (p real constant), a well as the general linear 
equation of heat conduction 
a(x, t) $-b(x, t) $-c(x, f)&d(x, t)u=,f(x, t) 
/ 
when a(x, t) = 2, b(x, t) = x, c(x, t) = 1 + ~1 and d(x, t) =f(x, t) = 0, reduce 
to equations of Kepinski type. The operational calculus generated by hi,,, 
is now used in solving two Cauchy problems: 
Find the solution U(X, t) E Hi,(Z), depending parametrically upon t, of the 
Kepinski equation 
a% xdxz+(l +p)$-ig=o. PLO, 2 > 0, (6.1) 
where 0 < t < co, 0 < x < co, that satisfies the initial condition 
4x3 t) -+f(-x) E q,(n as t-to+. 
Set U(y, t) = h;,,[u(x, t)]. In view of Remark 4, by applying (4.11) to 
(6.1) we obtain 
-YUY, t)-lat aw, f) =. , 
whose solution is 
UY, f) = F(Y) exp( -~tlj~), 
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where F(y) =&,[f(x)]. The inversion theorem provides the formal 
solution 
4~ t) = 4,,,CJb) exp( -ytl~)l. (6.2) 
Note that (6.2) has a sense, since F(~)E Hi,(I) and exp( -yt/E.) is a 
multiplier for HI(I). 
Determine in H@(Z) the solution u(x, t) of 
a2u au I a% 
x~+(l+P)&-1.~=0 (6.3) 
satisfying the initial conditions 
As t+O+, u(x, t) -+.f(x) E fq(O 
As two+, a4-G t) ~ at +O in Hi,(I). 
Using the same notation, (4.11) converts (6.3) into the problem 
-YwY, I) - 1 
aw4 t) = o 
at2 
with U( y, 0) = F(y) = h;, ,[f(x)] and aZJ( y, O)/Zt = 0. 
The corresponding solution turns out to be 
U(y, t)=F(y)cos(y/pt. (6.4) 
Since U(y, t) E HI(I) for all t, 0 < t < x, by inverting (6.4) we arrive at 
the desired solution 
u(x, I) = h;.,[F(y) cos(y/;l)‘4]. (6.5) 
To verify that (6.2) and (6.5) are the respective solutions of problems 
(6.1) and (6.3) we can proceed similarly as in [18, p. 1581. 
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